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We are Virtue.  
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           Introduction  
 

    Dear Employer, 

    Thank you for providing Virtue Talent the opportunity to partner in your hiring needs.  

    We are confident our team can find the best talent that could add value to your business’ growth and culture. 

    This proposal outlines our company information and the benefits of using our services – please contact us if you have any questions. 
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            Who we are?  

We are Virtue. Talent Acquisition - with high moral standards. 

We partner with you to strategically build capability ahead of the competition. 

Having successfully managed and delivered quality, focused, internal and external talent acquisition programmes, executive search assignments and 

global resourcing campaigns; our team have had the privilege of being a valued business partner to some of the world’s most iconic projects delivering 

new infrastructure, transport, defence capabilities and landmark new builds. 

We believe in a simple philosophy: talent is crucial to business success, and no more so than in complex engineering ventures. 

The team leading your project defines your outcome. When innovation and productivity are a marker for your success, a high-performing team 

culture, specialised leaders, and a diverse and engaged workforce will guarantee efficiency, safety, delivery and a high degree of competency. 

Since 2008, our team have successfully recruited 1000’s of talented engineers and leaders into niche and hard-to-fill roles requiring world-class talent 

to ensure excellence and best outcomes for businesses and projects. 

We support you through the project life-cycle – from feasibility through to delivery. 

We work with virtue, proudly leading the way in innovative and inclusive resourcing throughout Australia and New Zealand. 

 

            Our Virtues   

- The highest moral standard of recruitment    -   A willingness to learn and humility. 
- Ambitious and driven resourcing      -   Emotional intelligence and empathy 
- Passion and pride in what we do      -   Ethically led resourcing.  
- Brand ambassadors       -   Communication every step of the way 
- Honest unbiased resourcing      -   Forge meaningful partnerships 
- Delivery on our promise      -   Natural aptitude and skill in delivery 

 

 



 

 

            Our Expertise 

               When knowing your industry is key.  

. 

 

 

 

 

Our clients are Contractors, Design Consultants, Government Authorities, SME’s, PMC’s and EPMC’s in four core sectors: Defence, Transport, Building 

and Infrastructure. 

The best talent is hard to source. The art of recruitment has changed, and we have led that change. From graduate engineer through to CEO, we tailor 

our talent attraction and resourcing campaigns to your specific requirements, adapting our team-based, targeted executive and international search 

to deliver your needs.  

Our marketing, communications and brand are vital tools in securing the best people required to deliver on your project on business needs. Visibility 

and credibility are the markers for a successful recruitment firm, and with 13 years of resourcing behind us, and scores of recommendations and 

testimonials, we are proven to deliver a positive customer-centric and candidate-centric experience. 

We are proud of our flexible partnership model and range of bespoke search capabilities: from in house talent procurement to market mapping, 

training and workshops, comprehensive reference checking to demobilisation and redeployment, we know no one project is the same and 

requirements between teams and sites can vary.  

As such, we operate an “outside the box” approach to strategy, competing for you, delivering for you and earning your trust as a partner of choice. 

We don’t simply fill a gap: we secure game-changing talent with patience and with skill. 

 



 

 

            Competing for you 

D        A hunger to ethically deliver for our customers.  

We employ a range of strategic recruitment tactics and use our own, bespoke sourcing methodology to find the best in class – from job adverts to 

referral programmes to our wide-ranging candidate database system including up to 381,000 potential candidates, we have placed thousands of 

candidates in engineering and leadership roles across 4 continents. 

But when the jobs market is in flux, and when the majority of employed professionals are passive talent, how do you attract your next star hire?  

How we source and attract professionals from that hidden talent market, where recruitment advocacy and relationship-based hiring is the make-or-

break, that’s where we step in. 

 

            Experience   

With a strong mix of experience in external recruitment and internal talent acquisition partnering with HRM’s, business partners, hiring managers, 

joint ventures, and key stakeholders; we have got your sourcing capabilities covered. 

 

- Sydney Metro - Tunnel's Stations & Excavation    -   Klang Valley - Mass Rapid Transit 
- Cross Yarra Partnership - Melbourne Metro     -   Riyadh Metro – New MRT 
- Solomon Spur - Railway Line       -   ETCS/CBTC/ATP/ATMS - Design, Integration and Assurance 
- Aviation & Defence - Navigation Systems     -   Civil & Structural Engineering – Various Projects  
- Strata - Remedial & Diagnostics                 -   Dockland's Light Railway - 3 Car Upgrade 
- SEA 5000 - Systems Engineering      -   Thomson Line - MRT Upgrade 
- Doha Metro - Purple Line        -   Victoria Signalling - Design Upgrades & Integration 
- Christchurch - Rebuild        -   LUL, Metro - Comms & Track Upgrades 
- RailCorp - Reform Programme       -   Urban Development - Multiple Programmes 

 

 



 

 

           Methodology 

Rigorous processes means you make the right hire.  

      

 



 

 

           Why Virtue? 

 Six-month replacement guarantee on every appointment. 
 One-three high-quality on-point applicants per role.  
 Our own unique recruitment copywriter to write a compelling job pitch or job advert to target our audience (time limits apply).   
 Cutting edge searching technology – we don’t just rely on SEEK and LinkedIn – we have invested in an arsenal of sourcing tools. 
 We address the selection criteria for each applicant and provide a meticulous synopsis detailing our findings. 
 We hold comprehensive interviews with every candidate to determine suitability and fit.   
 We provide three honest and rigorous reference checks prior to offer to ensure suitability.  
 One-three-six-month performance follow ups on every placement. 
 For each position, our talented in-house marketing team tailors a unique and compelling job advertising video (discreetly) to capture the audience 
ahead of the competition. 
 We are your brand ambassadors, ensuring discretion and best in class recruitment practices making sure each candidate has a positive experience 
despite the outcome of a process. 
 Access to 10,000’s of LinkedIn followers with strong engagement.  
 Access to key business relationships & contacts established over many years. 
 We respond to every applicant within 48 hours. 
 We provide constructive feedback to every candidate who has entered a process. 
 Our consultants work on a maximum of three vacancies at any given time ensuring accuracy, dedication, and quality. 
 We compete for you, ensuring a positive and around mutually beneficial outcome that works for everyone. 
 We negotiate the contract terms on your behalf reading the situation with precision.  
 We have worked internally as Recruitment Managers on multi-billion projects working collaboratively with HR & TA Teams. 
 We communicate clearly, openly, and honestly keeping you up to date every step of the way. 
 Choose from several cost-effective tailored resourcing packages to suit your needs.  
 We uphold your organisations visions and values aligning them to ours when partnering with you. 
 We do not poach from our clients, even if there is a placement to be made. 
 We have worked with the most demanding and meticulous hiring managers in the industry on multi-billion-dollar infrastructure projects. 
 We know what ‘good’ and ‘fit’ looks like; if the placement doesn’t look like it’s in the best interest of our client, we will advise accordingly, despite 
a potential loss of fee. Honesty and transparency, true to our number one virtue: The highest moral standard of recruitment. 
 Giving back: for every placement that surpasses probation we donate $250 to the business’s charity of choice. 
 Social Responsibility: for every placement we plant a tree with an indigenous carbon reduction accredited organisation- choose a name!  
 Free Headway psychometric assessment and report – helping you to mitigate new hiring risks.  
 
*Terms & Conditions must be agreed and signed prior to engagement 
 

 



 

 

           Our memberships 

D       We support your industry.

 

 

 



 

 

           Cutting edge advantage 

D       We invest in the latest and greatest technology.

 

 

 



 

 

           Sample case studies  

D       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

           Your dedicated business partners | recently filled vacancies 

  
Engineering Manager, Rail Signalling  Geotechnical Engineer  Tunnel Engineer, Design  Project Manager, Signalling 
Project Manager, Remedial/Façade  Senior Engineer, Hydraulics   5 X Remedial Engineers   
Senior Engineer, Roads & Highways  Senior Engineer, Stormwater  Project Manager, Building 
Senior Engineer, Structural    Systems Engineer, Rail   Senior Engineer, Building 
Systems & Requirements Engineer   Systems Engineer, Defence  Safety Advisor, Tunnelling  
Senior Engineer, Human Factors   Site Engineer, Structural   Site Engineer  
Structural Design Engineer   Site Engineer, Civil    Structural Drafter  
7 X Structural Design Engineers  Environmental Advisor   Senior Human Factors Consultant 
 

 

Daniel (Dan) Martin has 13 years’ experience of external and internal talent acquisition and executive search 

working across a diverse portfolio of projects including defence, transport, building and associated infrastructural 

projects across the globe. Passionate about adding value to people’s careers and developing organisations 

businesses; Dan established Virtue Talent and is a founding Director and Principal Consultant within the business.   

More recently, Dan was the internal Recruitment Leader for the $3 billion dollar Tunnels, Stations & Excavations 

joint venture, recruiting for 3 renowned tier-one contractors for the delivery of Sydney Metro City and Southwest. 

There, he took a hands-on approach and was successful in playing a key role in the delivery of resourcing 745 

critical staff including the implementation of the systems and processes required to demobilise such an expansive 

workforce without losing key talent.  

Dan has a natural ability to fill hard-to-fill technical engineering and leadership roles. With a loyal 24,000 followers, 

on LinkedIn, Dan proactively networks, maintaining and building relationships over many years. Many talents have 

entrusted him with their next career move. Dan works tirelessly on behalf of his clients to build their business and 

project capabilities ethically and strategically. Whilst being a brand ambassador and ensuring the candidate has 

the best possible and outcome for their career path.  

"The art of recruitment isn’t in the pitch, or the payoff – it’s the relationship, and it’s in nurturing of your career 

and the mutually beneficial arrangement of investing in your future and the building of business capability".  

- Daniel Martin, Director & Principal Consultant – Building Capability, Virtue Talent Pty Ltd. 



 

Partnership Model  
Investing in the best talent acquisition to improve your bottom line, ROI, and project outcomes.  

Our agile, tailored and cost-effective solutions are designed to bring our companies together to offer all-round value and drive a lasting, mutually 

beneficial business relationship. We know finding the right talent can make or break a project or business, we value what we do, but we also want to 

drive the chancers and cowboys out of the industry who take a flick and stick or smash and grab approach. By working exclusively with Virtue, our 

partnership model offers value and flexibility. We are dedicated and focused on your needs without being greedy and stretching ourselves too thin. 

 



 

 

           A sample of our many testimonials 

 

Jj 
More can be found here:  Testimonials | Recommendations 

https://showcase.vocalreferences.com/virtue-talent-pty-ltd-45244
https://www.linkedin.com/in/virtue-talent/


 

THANK YOU! 

We look forward to partnering with you. 
 

Let’s Get Results: 

+61 (0)2 8880 0242 | +61 (0)7 3171 0971 | +61 (0)483 038 780 
search@virtuetalent.com | VirtueTalent.com 

 
Virtue Group Services: 

My Engineer Jobs | Referee Check 
 

Media: 

PR Video | PR Video | PR Video | Advert | Advert | Advert 

Connect with us:  

LinkedIn | BLOG 
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/virtue-talent/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.virtuetalent.com/blog

